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CHINA: GRADUAL SLOWDOWNCHINA: GRADUAL SLOWDOWNCHINA: GRADUAL SLOWDOWNCHINA: GRADUAL SLOWDOWN    

Chinese economic growth is continuing to slow gradually, but substantially. In particular investment growth is 

declining, with fixed assets investment growth reaching 15.9% yoy ytd in October, its lowest rate since 2001 and 

more than 4 percentage points less than a year ago. Industrial production growth fell from 8.0% to 7.7% but re-

mained above the August low of 6.9%. It has slowed by a quarter compared to a year ago. The anchor of stability 

remain retail sales: their growth also edged down by a tenth of a percentage point to 11.5% in October, but that 

was the smallest relative decline of the three series. We can explain the drop by 1.8pcp compared to October 2013 

almost entirely by the drop in the inflation rate by 1.6pcp to 1.6% yoy over the same period. This relative strength 

in consumption compared to investment suggests that China’s strategy to shift the economic model away from 

investment and export-led growth towards more consumption and market allocation of resources remains on 

track. 

 

So far, the mini-stimulus programmes by the government and the PBOC have been enough to avoid a hard land-

ing. Very low inflation gives China’s authorities plenty of room to stimulate the economy more if need be. But as 

long as the labour market is not affected and thus political stability not under threat, the Communist Party will 

probably allow the gradual slowdown to continue. We expect GDP growth to fall below 7% in 2016. 

 

Industrial Production, Retail Sales, Fixed AssetsIndustrial Production, Retail Sales, Fixed AssetsIndustrial Production, Retail Sales, Fixed AssetsIndustrial Production, Retail Sales, Fixed Assets    

    

% change, yoy% change, yoy% change, yoy% change, yoy    OCTOCTOCTOCT    SEPSEPSEPSEP    AUGAUGAUGAUG    JULJULJULJUL    JUNJUNJUNJUN    Year agoYear agoYear agoYear ago    

Industrial Production 7.7 8.0 6.9 9.0 9.2 10.3 

Retail Sales    11.5 11.6 11.9 12.2 12.4 13.3 

Fixed Assets (yoy, ytd) 15.9 16.1 16.5 17.0 17.3 20.1 

Source: China National Statistics Office 

 

RUSSIA: ESCALATING THERUSSIA: ESCALATING THERUSSIA: ESCALATING THERUSSIA: ESCALATING THE    CONFLICTCONFLICTCONFLICTCONFLICT    

NATO yesterday confirmed Russian military equipment transports into Eastern Ukraine, triggering UN and OSCE 

warnings that the cease-fire agreed on 5 September is being breached seriously. This follows local and journalist 

reports a week ago about Russia sending more troops, tanks and other heavy equipment into the separatist fief-

doms of Luhansk and Donetsk. According to international observers, the Russian-backed forces are making terri-

torial gains. Backed by heavy artillery, the pro-Russian forces seem to be making a further attempt to take over 

Donetsk airport and some other strategic points. 

 
We cannot know what Putin is up to. While he may think that he could get away with a limited new campaign, 

incurring only mild extra sanctions as a consequence, an almost full-scale war could be very expensive for Russia. 

The economy is increasingly showing signs that sanctions and the confidence loss of foreign investors hurt, ag-

gravated by the tumbling oil price. Inflation has risen from 5.5% in January to 8.4% yoy in October. Food price 

inflation, which many ordinary Russians care about most, has jumped from 6.5% to 11.5% yoy. High inflation 

forced Russia’s central bank to raise rates from 5.5% in February to 9.5% now. Russia’s foreign exchange and gold 

reserves have fallen by $80bn (or 16%) in the fight to stabilise the ruble, which plunged by 30% against the dollar 

since the beginning of the year regardless. Bloomberg consensus expects Russian GDP growth in Q3 to have 

slowed to merely 0.3% yoy. For 2015, we expect a GDP contraction of 1.0%. Beyond poor economics, Russian casu-

alties could also be bad for Putin’s popularity back home. The base case underlying our economic forecasts is that 
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the conflict in Eastern Ukraine will not turn into an almost full-scale war again. But with its economy flagging 

ever more, Russia is a wounded bear. The risk that the wounded bear may lash out again against its neighbours 

remains one of the key risks to our economic calls. It would retard the gradual rebound in core European busi-

ness confidence and investment which we project for early 2015.  
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